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The Area Notes jOr North Amen'ca would not have been possible without the help of
the American Alpine Journal (AAJ) and Kelly Cordes, who provided the original
background material upon which they are based. These notes cover the highlights
and major ascents. For a complete n!port of all activity in North America, the reader
is referred to the current editions of the AAJand Canadian Alpine Journal.

ALASKA

T he Denali National Park and Preserve saw some significant firsts this
year with Masatoshi Kuriaki making the first solo winter ascent of

Mount Foraker and the only successful ascent during the 2007 season.
Kuriaki previously soloed Denali in the winter of 1998 and also attempted
Mount Hunter three times during the 2003 to 2005 seasons. Pierre Darbellay
and Raphael Slawinski climbed a new line that ends on the summit ridge
of the Kahiltna Queen, Le Voyage au Bout de La Nuit (450m, WI4+ R).
Their line takes an obvious gully to the right of the West Face (Okonek
Mannix, 1979). British climbers Jon Bracey and Andy Houseman made
the second ascent of Mount Hunter's French Route (Grison-Tedeschi, 1984)
climbing the route and descending in four days. On Denali the majority of
climbers opted for the West Buttress route with few parties attempting other
lines. Colin Haley and Mark Westman made a very fast ascent (under two
days to the summit) of the Denali Diamond (Becker-Graage, 1983). This
was only the route's fifth ascent.

As is often the case, much of the climbing in the Alaska range took place
away from the main peaks. Peter Doucette, Ben Gilmore, and Freddie
Wilkinson established a new line on the previously unexplored Fin Wall
on a peak informally known as The Fin, located about four miles south
west of Mount Foraker. Their line, Fin Wall (3800', AK Grade 6,.NEI 5+),
finished on the summit ridge approximately 400' below the summit. They
also made first ascents of two peaks in the left-hand fork of the Yentna
glacier's north-east fork: 'Rogue Peak' (c8900') via the north-east face (3500',
MS, Doucette-Wilkinson), and 'Mantok l' (c9300') by the east-facing All
Talk Couloir (3500', MS, Doucette-Gilmore-Wilkinson).

In the Little Switzerland area, Lucas Iten and Martin Gutmann est
ablished Swisser than Swiss Chocolate (10 pitches,S .11 +) on the west face of
the Throne. The pair were then joined by Jack Sasser and made the first
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183. Colin Haley on the 5th ascent of the Denali Diamond.
(Mark Westman)

ascent of the unclimbed pillar on the south side of Royal Tower via Got
Lucky (14 pitches, 5.11). Poor weather prevented the team from completing
additional new lines. Elsewhere, Ben Traxler and Mike Bromberg flew into
the Backside glacier and climbed the West Ridge of Mount Grosvenor. The
route follows the ridge (50°) to the summit pyramid where it joins the Upper
South Face route (Walsh-Westman, 2005). On Mount Dan Beard Gareth
Hughes and Vivian Scott ascended its unclimbed east face to put up Sideburn
Rib (4500', Scottish IV, 75°).
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On Peak 8010', a summit at the western end of the Buckskin glacier,
Ryan Hokanson and Chris Gibisch established the mountain's second line
with A Fine Blend(750m, IV AI6 M6+ 50°) that takes a large corner system
on the east face. The only other route on the peak is the South Route
(Allemann-Lotscher, 1968). On the south-east face of the Bear Tooth, Jared
Vilhauer, Zach Sh1osar, and Jesse (Bill) Billmeier climbed House of the Rising
Sun (3200', AK Grade V, AI6 A2). The party rappelled the route from the
ridge line rather than going to the summit.

The Ruth Gorge was also the scene for significant activity in 2007, with
Fumitaka Ichimura, Yusuke Sato, and Tatsuro Yamada putting up three
new routes. Season of the Sun (4600', V WI4R M6R) climbs Mount Bradley's
south-east face; Memorial Gate (3600', V AI4+R/X) takes the central gully
on the north face of Mount Church; and The Ladder Tube (3000', V 5.1 OR
A3 WI4+R M5) on the north face and then west ridge of Mount Johnson.

On the Eye Tooth, Renan Ozturk and Cedar Wright established Ballad of
a Dead Soldier(5.1O+ R), a direct finish to Dream in the Spirit ofMugs (Orgler
Bonapace-Haas, 1994). They climbed a new line on the Tooth's central
pillar to the summit ridge, The Beholder (3000', V 5.12 [5.lOX]). They also
put up The Great Transformation (5 pitches, 5.12) on the south-west-facing
buttress at the end of the long ridge that extends down and WSW from the
west summit of the Moose's Tooth. On The Stump, the pair also added
Brownfinger (5.11 R/X) up the obvious corner system right of Goldfinger
(McNamara-Puryear, 2004). They also added StumpJumper (5.l1R) that
follows the corner to the right of Brownfinger. Steven Lucarelli and John
Parnigoni added Choss-o-Licious (10 pitches) to The Stump's south-east
buttress.

On the Sugar Tooth, Peter Haeussler and Jay Rowe climbed the South
east Buttress (20 pitches, V 5.10, 50° snow). This was the second ascent of
the mountain, the other route being the West Face (Bonapace-Haas-Orgler,
1994). James Mehigan and Oliver Metherell climbed Hut Tower Couloir
(500m, ED, Scottish VII, AI), the couloir between Werewolf Tower and
Hut Tower, in a single 23-hour push.

CANADA

Poor weather in the Kluane National Park and Reserve led to a reduced
number of successful summits, the main summit of Mount Logan only
seeing one ascent during 2007. Dave Hesleden and Simon Richardson
managed to climb LoweU Peak via its West Ridge (45°, Scottish III), but this
was one of very few successful attempts on new lines in the park in 2007.

On Baffin Island, Niels van Veen and Martin Fickweiler visited the
Stewart valley and made the first recorded ascent of the Copier Pinnacle
(N 70°44' and W 71 °27'), taking eight days to ascend A Little Less Conversation
(800m, 5.11a, A3). ale Lied, Sigurd Felde, Audun Hetland and Lars Flat'"
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Nessa travelled to the Sam Ford Fjord and climbed a new line on Kiguti,
The Norwegian Route (1000m, VI SIA3+), spending fifteen days on the wall.
They also attempted another aid line on the Fin but retreated due to strong,
cold winds. Nessa and Lied also put up a line, alpine style, on the Fin, Cud
Har Ikkje Cleymt Oss, Han Cir Bare Faen (12 pitches,S. 10, AO), which
translates as 'God Hasn't Actually Forgotten Us, He Just Doesn't Give a
Damn'. Also on Baffin, Sam Beaugey, Martial Dumas, Jean-Yves
Fredricksen, Yann Mimet and David Ravanel travelled to Scott Island at
the mouth of the Clark (also referred to as the Scott) Inlet. On The Wall of
Clouds they climbed a line 150m right of Aularutiksanga (Sedeneyer-White,
1999). After seven days on the wall they completed Nassariit (650m, A4).
The team also completed numerous BASE jumps from walls in the area.

In general, weather in coastal ranges of British Columbia and Washington
was below par in 2007 but a few new lines were added. In the central
Waddington Range, Graham McDowell, Ryan O'Conell and Ian Nicholson
made several attempts on an unclimbed 2,000' wall on the Blade but
O'Conell and Nicholson were forced to settle for adding a new line to the
Bicuspid Tower, Life in the Fast Lane (IV 5.lOc Cl). McDoweII injured
himself on a previous attempt and had to remain at camp. Bob Hamilton,
Billy Hood, Steve Kennedy, Neil McGougan, Dave Ritchie and Des Rubens
visited the Frontier Group and put up numerous new lines most notably,
Caledonia (550m, D+, 60° max, Kennedy-Rubens and McGougan-Ritchie)
and Central Buttress (400m, TD-, 65° max, Hamilton-Kennedy-Rubens) both
on the north face of Mount Geddes.

Significant developments also took place in the Rockies. On Mount
Yamnuska, home of rock climbing in the Rockies, Andy Genereux added
Rejection of the Faith (240m, 5.IIc), a sport route put up with top-down
bolting, while Allan Derbyshire, Kevin Embacher and Choc Quinn est
ablished Faith (275m, 5.11 b) ground-up style with some bold climbing.
These styles reflect the general trend in Rockies rock climbing: new high
standard sport and trad lines being established side by side.

The most significant alpine ascent of the season was the new line on the
Emperor Face of Mount Robson by Colin Hayley and Steve House. House
and others have made many attempts on the face over the last decade, with
numerous failures. In 2002 Barry Blanchard, Eric Dumerac and Philippe
Pellet added Infinite Patience (Blanchard-Dumerac-PelIet, 2002). Hayley and
House completed their line Hayley-House (2500m, WI5 M8) in 36 hours
camp-ta-camp.

On Snow Dome Cory Richards, Dana Ruddy and ran Welsted climbed
a new line on the north face around the corner and right of Slipstream
(Elzinga-LaucWan, 1979), Polarity (800m, V Wr5+). Simon Anthamatten
and Ueli Steck repeated the line a few days later adding an additional pitch
through the serac band; neither party was able to finish the route to the
summit. Anthamatten and Steck climbed numerous other lines during their
visit, including Cockfight (4 pitches, M9+ WI5+) on Crowfoot Mountain,
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one of the hardest multi-pitch mixed routes in the Rockies. On Mount
Alberta, Raphael Slawinski and Eamonn Walsh added the obscure West
Face (V 5.10+), a line that had seen attempts as early as 1963.

Poor snow conditions deterred many from attempting alpine routes but
at the end of the winter, in March 2008, Raphael Slawinski, Eamonn Walsh,
and Ian Welsted made the first winter ascent of Northeast Buttress
(Greenwood-Jones, 1969) on Mount Temple. The party drytooled the entire
route at M6 over a period of three days, making Mount Temple the last
major north face in the Rockies to receive a winter ascent. Slawinski, along
with Dana Ruddy and Walsh, also climbed Dogleg Couloir(V+ M7 AI) on
Mount Chephren's north-east face right of The Wild Thing (Blanchard
Robinson-Arbic 1987)

Also in March, Vince Anderson and Steve House added the Anderson
House (lOOOm, WI5+ M8 R/X) to the north face of Mount Alberta. The
route intersects with the Glidden-Lowe (Glidden-Lowe, 1972) at a couple of
points but climbs new ground for its entirety.

CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES

As previously mentioned, the weather in the Pacific North-west wasn't
conducive to climbing although that didn't stop the ubiquitous Colin Hayley
and Dylan Johnson adding a new mixed line, the Lara Kellogg Memon'al
Route (IV WI6 AO), to Mount Stuart's north-east face. Washington Pass
was the scene of several new routes over the summer, including a new line
by Bryan Burdo and Scott Johnston added to the south-east face of South
Early Winter Spire, Hitchhiker (IV 5.11 AO [or 5.10 AI]). The team took
three visits, spread over two months. Dan Hilden and Blake Herrington
also visited the remote Gunsight Peak to climb the oft talked about but
seldom attempted peak. Their visit yielded Gunrunner (1500', IV 5.10 AI),
as well as some other routes.

In Yosemite, Tommy Caldwell continued to free existing lines in the valley.
He and Beth Rodden completed a team-free (and second free overall) ascent
of El Corazon (35 pitches, 5.l3b), on El Capitan. Caldwell also freed Golden
Gate (41 pitches, 5.13a). In the autumn he returned to El Capitan and made
the second free ascent and first one-day free ascent of the Direct North-west
Face route on Half Dome. Previously freed by Todd Skinner at 5.l3d,
Caldwelllinked two of the crux slab pitches at 5.14a. Also on Half Dome,
Rob Pizem and Michael Anderson freed Arcturus (5.13) on the north-west face.

Also on El Capitan, Rob Miller and Justen Sjong freed the Muir Wall via
a new variation to The Shafivariation grading it (5.13c/d). Speed climbing
continued to be popular with Alexander and Thomas Huber, who set a
new record of 2:45:45 on The Nose route. As aid lines are being freed, more
are being added. Dave Turner established Dawn Direct (VI 5.8 A4-) solo
over a period of 16 days on El Capitan's south-east face.
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The Sierra Nevada saw two new lines on the Incredible Hulk. Peter Croft
and Conrad Anker added Solar Flare CV 5.12+) to the west face with the
help of a few friends to take the pictures. Brent Obinger and Nils Davis
added Eye of the Storm (12 pitches, V 5.12), also on the west face. Elsewhere
in the Sierra, Lone Pine Peak was the scene of new routes. Miguel Carmona
and Joe LeMay added the South Comer(V 5.9 Cl) to the south face. Their
line was the result of several visits over the previous year. Scott Nelson and
Charles Ince made the first winter ascent of Winter Chimney (Carmona
LeMay, 2005). The pair completed their ascent in a single 24-hour push
and graded it 5.7 M3 W13.

A spate of new route activity took place on Devil's Castle in Utah's
Wasatch mountains. Brian Cabe and Brian Smoot added Shadow of the Blade
(5.lOd), while Cabe and Matt Scullion added Portable Darkness (5.9+). The
routes are 'adventurous', with loose rock, but in a fantastic alpine setting.

In the more popular Zion National Park, Bryan Bird and Dave Littman
added The Connoisseur's Variation (VI 5.10 A3+) to Abraham in The Court
of the Patriarchs. Their route was acreative link-up of every existing route
on the wall and also added three new pitches. Local climber Michael
Anderson was also active in the park. With Brian Smoot and Colby
Wayment, he freed The Locksmith Dihedral (8 pitches, 5.12-) on the
Gatekeeper Wall. Hello Mary Lou on the Apex Wall fell to the same team
but took multiple attempts to free the line at 5.13-. Anderson also freed
Si/mart'! (10 pitches, VS. 12R) on the Watchman with Smoot using a
variation to bypass with A2 pin crack.

In the Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Park, Josh Wharton and
Mike Pennings finished a long-term project on the North Chasm View
Wall. Their line, Black Sheep (7 pitches, IV 5.13b), took five weeks to
complete in the spring of 2007. Jared Ogden and Topher Donahue managed
to complete their attempts to red point their new line, Air Guitar (I 7 pitches,
V 5.12+) on the North Chasm View Wall. On the South Chasm View
Wall, Mike Pennings and Jonathan Copp added Dry Rubbed (1200',5.11 +),
which features serious climbing and some loose rock.

MEXICO

Notable activity occurred in the Parque Nacional Barranca del Cobre. Chris
Dunbar and Ian Barrett climbed The Main Vein (500', 5.9 A2+) on the Dong
Tower, one of over a hundred towers located in rough country four hours
south-west of Creel. This area of towers has previously seen very little
activity from visiting climbers. While in the Parque Nacional Basaseachic,
Eliza Kubarska and David Kaszlikowski made a rare free ascent of Subiendo
EIArcoiris (300m, 5.13b) and established Arte de Malaria (300m, 5. 12c) on a
wall near Guitarritas (exact location unclear).
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